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Seeking the
“Rational Factors”

Look for patterns Edge of Criticality

Destination

Receiver

action

Channel

Future Stream of Earnings

Information Restricted

Information Rich

Transmitter

Information SourceReading the...

Data Rich, Insight Poor

elementary

inspectional

analytical

point of view
presented convincingly

(but is it true?)

syntopical

compare & contrast

Gartner predicts that enterprise data will grow by 800 percent in 
5 years, with 80% of it unstructured. A big part of this trend includes 
data from groups, communities and social networks outside the business.

can incorrectly process
info (Claude Shannon)

most noise

not the analysts, reporters
or company management

they operate here!

some noise

seeking first source

Both positive
and negative

Regression to the mean

The Invisible Hand

Human Bias

Complexity Theory

INSIDERS

INFORMATION HOLDERS

INFORMATION AGENTS

Strong

Semi-strong

Weak

Complex Adaptive System

StakeholderInformation
Economy

1987 Crash

Available Information

Availability of
Information

Quality of
Information

Cost of
Information

Information Asymmetry

Market Volatility?

Behavioral Finance? Post Event Price Drift

Irrationality

Efficient Market Hypothesis?

Value of
Information

Long Tail

Markets Prices on Available Information

randomness (walk)

Technical

Electronic trading

Fundamentals

not broadcast

human reaction (the herd)

need a correcting device, which comes from info holders

diverse agents tamp
down disruption

often a miscalibration
of information
(overconfidence)

short sellers will
at times create events

evaluate using multiple
mental models

trust the models
(no emotion is key!)holders do not need to 

have identical information

anecdotal events

they reduce uncertainty
they reduce speculation

90% logic, 10% psychology

simultaneous purchase and sale of the same, 
or essentially similar, security in two different 
markets for advantageously different prices

price alignment
across markets

stock market is a complex
adaptive system

driven by agents (investors)

accumulate experience by interacting with
other agents and adapting to changing environment

humans optimize by nature
short selling attracts fewer investors
like saying s/he blew it buying that stock
takes more convincing to sell than to buy

if the market is always adapting
how is it efficient?

goal is to aggregate buyers and 
sellers to determine market price

2 ways to do this

wait for them to buy or sell

ask them what they think (crowdsourcing)

cannot be predicted
on basis of past actions

reduces risk
(modern portfolio theory)

race to zero will never reach zero

picoseconds

automated trading algorithms
no human decisions, only formulas
50+% or all current trades

may hold stock for 2 minutes
satisfied with a penny profit
testing trends in the market

predatory trading
place/cancel orders

depend instead on
future events

intrinsic value

metrics on those who interact with company

structured information

information “before” it becomes a financial number

news cannot be predicted
but news can be found

Trend Following

Sub-second Machine Trading

Strategy
Crowding

Dichotomy Paradox

information you can quantify about a company
mathematicians  and physicists
looking for disparities that humans can’t see

Quants

servers next door

planck length

planck time

Proximity Hosting

microwave networks
fiber through mountains
transatlantic trading cables

Ultra Low Latency

math formulas cannot plan
for what has not been seen

e.g. housing prices crashing

Black Swan

High Frequency Trading

Sniffers

Predatory
Algorithms

Future (Price) Steps

Arbitrage

Diversification

Firm Foundation Theory
psychic value

bounces occur because of
uncertainty over future value

mass psychology

anticipating a greater fool

stock is trading irrationally, but I can
trade before information exposed

Castle In The Air Theory

Sell Recommendations

True Value
“Equilibrium”

“Many Eyes” Concept

Opinion
Mining

90% psychology, 10% logic

lacks strategy
diversity

both  arbitrage and portfolio insurance strategies

flash crashes

rapid action on
down moves

in price

May 6, 2010 stocks dumped into market
circuit breakers were installed

user generated

available information, but 
too costly to obtain

information “pushed”
into market

more profitable

the more agents use this
information, the more probability drops

information so profitable,
it’s illegal (insider trading)

if an insider can profit from information,
 isn’t that information extremely valuable?

are management share purchases and sales inside information
no, they are expected - not hidden information

very little impact

what do many agents do?
guess and set future expectations

this information does exist, just hidden (too costly to obtain)

this gives the appearance of a “random walk” (efficient market hypothesis)

after a certain point information
becomes too costly to obtain

was the 1987 stock market
crash and information event?

not all information is stock specific
information can affect the overall market

cost curve

at what point does the cost of information
exceed the benefits of that information?

at what point is the
information “insider?”
(ultimate cost)

when information becomes too
costly, human bias kicks in

an insider has relevant information
an outside agent does not

40% of (daily) market moves are
because of  a major news event

9 of the 10 one-day biggest movements
of the S&P 500 have been negative

what drives the other 60%?

public knowledge

markets are efficient (Fama)
simultaneous access to
all relevant information

object

discussion harvesting

how long does it take to
adapt to new information?

too long, due to
overconfidence and

anchoring bias

good at past, but
not good at future

what about sentiment?

discussion tracing feature

holder

orientation

influence

subjectivity
private states

how steep is
the sandpile?

how quickly are grains of sand being added? (Per Bak)

slow fast

avalanche

when does the
sand stabilize?

but holders must share a
common interpretation

mutual knowledge

how does a complex system of
interacting agents become unstable

extreme losers in proceeding 3 years do
better than extreme (past) winners

EmotionCognition
the way we feel
about information

people like certainty
of an income stream

gambler’s fallacy
(predicting reversal)

unexploited profit
opportunities short-lived

the way we organize
information

Overconfidence
set narrow confidence bands
high quesses to low, low guesses too high

Anchoring
respond too conservatively
to new information

Loss Aversion
many will not sell anything at a loss
escalating commitment to losing proposition

created
unintended
surprises

Regret
pain from bad decision greater
than pain from loss

Self Attribution
gains result of skill
loss attributed to bad luck or bad advice

do investor errors cause mispricing
in an efficient market?

or do stock prices only change
in response to fundamentals?

reaches a self-organizing criticality

there are limits to our
knowledge of some systems

complex systems are only complex as described
is there an alternative description?
can patterns be found?

lower the level?
greater the instability
(Diana Richards)

efficient markets 

but not measured 
in picoseconds!

the collective decision

crowd sentiment

heard mentality
agent “influences” trend followers

extremes are crowd related

diversity important

1986 Disclosure Act

pressure!

maintain integrity of information coming from source

reduce interference of psychological biases

not the stock market
don’t assume information is
being assembled correctly

fear of uncertainty makes

us seek out patterns

google mood states:

calm

alert

sure

vital

kind

happy

end up trusting professionals

to make decisions for us

gains from professional advice

don’t even offset professional’s cost
value of investment advice limited

over time, pro does worse than random picks

formulated in 1965 by Eugene Farma
before the information explosion
before information retrieval technology

humans cannot tell real market
data from random data

 does price of a stock always
equal its intrinsic value or does
it deviate from intrinsic value?

should say, “stock price reacts to known news”

there is a big difference between known and knowable!

technical analysis does not add value

“A stock price reacts to news without delay.”

in an efficient market, on the average, competition will cause the full effects of
new information on intrinsic values to be reflected “instantaneously” in actual prices.

in supply and demand, demand has three subcomponents; utilitarian, expressive and
emotional. It factors in sentiment (directional bias)

irrational exuberance & immoral hazard animal spirits - stock market is a beauty contest (keynes) and the smarter you are, the more irrational you tend to behave

this is the reason circuit breakers were created

basically it’s assigning value to uknown information
if something is known, can there be bias?

this is why we have regulations!

if all relevant information were reflected in market prices, market
agents would have no incentive to acquire the information on which prices are based (Stiglitz)

we scrutinize our motivations and search for relevant reasons

utilitarian: what does it do for me?
expressive: what does it say about me?
emotional: how does it make me feel?

are these examples of dramatic increases in information flow?
                                  or intense cases of (fluxuating) bias?

information racing from insiders to public?

does it explain both the drop and rebound?

Bank of America drops 94%, then rebounds 380%
Alcoa drops 87%, then triples

when there’s bad news, investors are reluctant to sell (ride a loss)
this temporarily inflates the price, need to sell at a post even premium

active selling creates excess supply, which leads to a lower price impact
when there’s good news, investors sell to lock in their gain (lock in a gain)

False 
Positive

Overreaction

Investors react too slowly to good news

Follow the information...   ...not the behavior

positive

equilibrium

Reality?

Overreaction

Investors overreact to bad news

negative

new information can be
absorbed in real-time

unstructured information

is there a “drift” to the intrinsic value?

is there a “drift” to the intrinsic value?

http://www.charlierose.com/view/interview/12576


